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Abstract
Human world knowledge contains informa-
tion about prototypical events and their partic-
ipants and locations. In this paper, we train
the first models using multi-task learning that
can both predict missing event participants and
also perform semantic role classification based
on semantic plausibility. Our best-performing
model is an improvement over the previous
state-of-the-art on thematic fit modelling tasks.
The event embeddings learned by the model
can additionally be used effectively in an event
similarity task, also outperforming the state-
of-the-art.

1 Introduction

Event representations consist, at minimum, of a
predicate, the entities that participate in the event,
and the thematic roles of those participants (Fill-
more, 1968). The cook cut the cake with the knife
expresses an event of cutting in which a cook is the
“agent”, the cake is the “patient”, and the knife is
the “instrument” of the action. Experiments have
shown that event knowledge, in terms of the proto-
typical participants of events and their structured
compositions, plays a crucial role in human sen-
tence processing, especially from the perspective
of thematic fit: the extent to which humans per-
ceive given event participants as “fitting” given
predicate-role combinations (Ferretti et al., 2001;
McRae et al., 2005; Bicknell et al., 2010). There-
fore, computational models of language process-
ing should also consist of event representations
that reflect thematic fit. To evaluate this aspect em-
pirically, a popular approach in previous work has
been to compare model output to human judge-
ments (Sayeed et al., 2016).

The best-performing recent work has been the
model of Tilk et al. (2016), who effectively simu-
late thematic fit via selectional preferences: gener-
ating a probability distribution over the full vocab-

ulary of potential role-fillers. Given event context
as input, including a predicate and a given set of
semantic roles and their role-fillers as well as one
target role, its training objective is to predict the
correct role-filler for the target role. The objective
of predicting upcoming role-fillers is cognitively
plausible: there is ample evidence that humans an-
ticipate upcoming input during sentence process-
ing and learn from prediction error (Kuperberg
and Jaeger, 2016; Friston, 2010) (even if other de-
tails of the implementation like back-propagation
may not have much to do with how errors are prop-
agated in humans).

An analysis of role filler predictions by Tilk et
al.’s model shows that the model does not make
sufficient use of the thematic role input. For in-
stance, the representation of apple eats boy is sim-
ilar to the representation of boy eats apple, even
though the events are very dissimilar from one an-
other. Interestingly, humans have been found to
make similar errors. For instance, humans have
been shown to frequently misinterpret a sentence
with inverse role assignment, when the plausibil-
ity of the sentence with swapped role assignment
is very high, as in The mother gave the candle the
daughter, which is often erroneously interpreted
as the daughter receiving the candle, instead of the
literal syntax which says that the candle receives
the daughter (Gibson et al., 2013).

Tilk et al.’s model design makes it more sus-
ceptible to this type of error than humans. The
model lacks the ability to process in both direc-
tions, i.e., to both comprehend and produce the-
matic role marking (approximated here as the-
matic role assignment). We therefore propose to
add a secondary role prediction task to the model,
training it to both produce and comprehend lan-
guage.

In this paper, we train the first model using
multi-task learning (Caruana, 1998) which can ef-
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fectively predict semantic roles for event partic-
ipants as well as perform role-filler prediction1.
Furthermore, we obtain significant improvements
and better-performing event embeddings by an ad-
justment to the architecture (parametric weighted
average of role-filler embeddings) which helps
to capture role-specific information for partici-
pants during the composition process. The new
event embeddings exhibit state-of-the-art perfor-
mance on a correlation task with human thematic
fit judgements and an event similarity task.

Our model is the first joint model for selec-
tional preferences (SPs) prediction and seman-
tic role classification (SRC) to the best of our
knowledge. Previous works used distributional
similarity-based (Zapirain et al., 2013) or LDA-
based (Wu and Palmer, 2015) SPs for semantic
role labelling to leverage lexical sparsity. How-
ever, when it comes to a situation with domain
shift, single task SP models that rely heavily on
syntax have high generalisation error. We show
that the multi-task architecture is better suited to
generalise in that situation and can be potentially
applied to improve current semantic role labelling
systems which rely on small annotated corpora.

Our approach is a conceptual improvement
on previous models because we address mul-
tiple event-representation tasks in a single
model: thematic fit evaluation, role-filler predic-
tion/generation, semantic role classification, event
participant composition, and structured event sim-
ilarity evaluation.

2 Role-Filler Prediction Model

Tilk et al. (2016) proposed a neural network,
the non-incremental role-filler (NNRF) model, for
role-filler prediction which takes a combination of
words and roles as input to predict the filler of a
target role. For example, the model would take
“waiter/ARG0” and “serve/PRD” and target role
“ARG1” as input and return high probabilities to
words like “breakfast”, “dish”, and “drinks”.

The original NNRF model can be seen in Figure
1 (excluding the part of the architecture shown in
the red box). The input layer is a role-specific em-
bedding tensor T ∈ R|V |×|R|×d that is indexed by
two one-hot encoded vectors wi and ri for input
word wi and input role ri, where V is the set of

1The source code and the supplemental document are
available at https://github.com/tony-hong/
event-embedding-multitask

words and R is the set of semantic roles in our
vocabulary. Tilk et al. applied Tensor Factori-
sation, which reduces the number of parameters
to (|V | + |R| + d) × k. The embedding tensor
is factorised into three matrices2: Ae ∈ R|V |×k,
Be ∈ R|R|×k and Ce ∈ Rk×d. The overall em-
bedding for a pair consisting of a word and its role,
referred to as an event participant embedding, is
represented as:

pl = (wiAe ◦ riBe)Ce (1)

where ”◦” is the Hadamard product.
When several word-role pairs l = (wi, ri) ∈ C,

where C is the event context, are given as input,
the model sums up their event participant embed-
ding vectors to yield an event representation e.
Then it passes through one non-linearity layer with
a parametric rectified linear unit (He et al., 2015):
h = PReLU(e+ be) where be is a bias vector.

The output layer consists of a softmax regres-
sion classifier computed as:

ow = Softmaxw(hWw + bw) (2)

where bw is a bias vector. For each target role
rt, the model learns a target role-specific classifier
with weight matrix of W(rt)

w ∈ Rd×|V |, using rt
and event context C to predict the target word wt.
The weight matrices are stacked into an order-3
tensor and then factorised as:

W(rt)
w = Cw diag(rtBw) Aw (3)

where diag(v) is a diagonal matrix with vector v
on its main diagonal.

However, we found that the NNRF model in
some cases relies heavily on lexical features but is
not sensitive enough to semantic role assignments
and hence represents phrases like “boy eats apple”
in a similar way as “apple eats boy”. We believe
that a reason for this lies in the fact that the correct
filler can often be predicted even when the role as-
signment is ignored, i.e., with the current objec-
tive, the model can often neglect the thematic role
information. One could easily imagine that even
humans might show similar behaviour if they only
had to guess meanings from words they hear and
are not required to produce correctly marked lan-
guage themselves. We thus propose to add a sec-
ond task to the network in order to approximate
the dual comprehension and production tasks in
human language learning.

2Further explanations are in the supplemental material.
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Figure 1: Architecture of multi-task role-filler model.

3 Multi-Task Model

Our core idea is to add a second task, semantic role
classification, such that the role-filler prediction
model needs to predict the correct semantic role
label for a target role-filler and a given set of input
word-role pairs, i.e., the event context. Multi-task
learning can integrate different objectives into one
model and has previously been shown to help im-
prove model generalisation (e.g., Caruana, 1998).
The auxiliary task can be considered a regularisa-
tion of the objective function of the main task.

A neural model can be extended to multi-task
architecture straightforwardly via sharing the low-
level distributed representations. We design a
multi-task model (NNRF-MT) which shares the
event participant embedding for the event context
and tackles role-filler prediction and semantic role
classification simultaneously.

Figure 1 shows the NNRF-MT model with
an additional role prediction classifier in the last
layer, indicated by the red box. The new target role
classifier mirrors the design of the original target
word classifier. The output vector of the new target
role classifier is computed as:

or = Softmaxr(hWr + br) (4)

where Wr ∈ Rd×|R| is the weight matrix of the
target role classifier, and br is its bias vector. Like
Equation (3), the weight matrix W

(wt)
r for the tar-

get word wt is factorised as:

W(wt)
r = Cr diag(wtAr) Br (5)

where Ar ∈ R|V |×k(r) .

Figure 2: Architecture of role-filler averaging model.

3.1 Parametric Role-Filler Composition
In the NNRF-MT model, the embedding vectors
of each word-role pair are simply summed up to
represent the event. But in many cases, event par-
ticipants contribute to the event differently. This
has the disadvantage that some important partic-
ipants are not correctly composed. Even worse,
there is no normalization between cases where dif-
ferent numbers of role-filler pairs are available as
context.

We thus propose a parametric architecture
where PReLU is applied to each word-role pair
embedding, and the resulting vectors are then
combined by using the mean composition func-
tion. Parameters inside PReLU can now act as
weights for each role-filler embedding. Comput-
ing the mean can be considered as the normalisa-
tion of role-filler representations within the event
boundary, which can prevent the possible over-
/underflow of the weights of the hidden vector.

With this method, the event embedding is com-
puted as:

e =
1

|C|
∑

l∈C
PReLUl(pl) (6)

and then directly fed into the classifier as the hid-
den vector h. Figure 2 shows the resulting model
named Role-Filler Averaging model (RoFA-MT),
which is identical to the NNRF-MT model, except
for the composition of event participant embed-
dings (marked by the red box).

3.2 Residual Learning
An additional way to reduce the challenge of ex-
ploding or vanishing gradients in factorised ten-
sor is to apply residual learning (He et al., 2016).
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Figure 3: Architecture of residual role-filler averaging
model.

The key idea in residual learning is that an identity
mapping over other layers may be combined with
a model that encodes information through several
layers in order to simultaneously capture lower-
level and higher-level information. We therefore
experiment with residual learning in our RoFA-
MT model (henceforth called ResRoFA-MT): the
event participant vector now consists of a “raw”
vector and a weighted vector that has been fed
through a linear hidden layer, see Figure 3.

The original weight of the role-filler embedding
is passed into the non-linear layer as:
hl = PReLUl(rlCe) where rl = wiAe ◦ rjBe

is the residual (i.e., the composition of word em-
bedding and semantic role embedding). Then the
combination of the output hidden vector hl and the
residual vector goes into the event embedding as:

e =
1

|C|
∑

l∈C
(hlWh + rl) (7)

where Wh is the weight matrix. After that, the
event embedding goes directly into the classifier.

3.3 Multi-Task Training

The multi-task model is trained to optimise two
objective functions in parallel. For each clause in
the training data, we extract the predicate and all
participants. We then choose each word-role pair
as the target and the remainder as context C for
one training sample. We use the multi-task model
to predict the target role given the target filler as
an input and to predict the target filler given the
target role. We use a weighted combination of the
probabilities of the target role and target word to

obtain the overall loss function as:

L = L(w)(C, rt) + αL(r)(C,wt)

where α is the hyper-parameter of the weight of
the semantic role classification task and can be
tuned for different training purposes. In this pa-
per, we choose 1.0 as the weight of semantic role
prediction α to balance between two tasks.

4 Experiments

To learn an event representation from language re-
sources with access to generalised event knowl-
edge, we use the Rollenwechsel-English (RW-
eng) corpus3, a large-scale corpus based on BNC
and ukWaC with about 2B tokens, which contains
automatically generated PropBank-style semantic
role labels for the head words of each argument
(Sayeed et al., 2018).

We choose the first 99.2% as training data,
the next 0.4% as validation data and the last
0.4% as test data, which follows Tilk’s setting
to make a fair comparison. From the training
data, we extract a word list of the 50K most fre-
quent head words (nouns, verbs, adjectives and
adverbs) and add one OOV symbol4. For train-
ing the model, we distinguish between seven
role labels: PRD for predicates, ARG0, ARG1,
ARGM-MNR, ARGM-LOC, ARGM-TMP; all other
roles are mapped onto a category OTHER.

NNRF is the current state-of-the-art model for
event representation; we reimplement this model
and use it as the baseline for our evaluation tasks.
For a fair comparison, we train the NNRF model
and our three multi-task models on the newest ver-
sion of RW-eng corpus. Each model is trained for
27 iterations (or less if the model converged ear-
lier)5.

Because we use random parameter initialisa-
tion, to observe its effect to our evaluations, we
train 10 instances of each model and report aver-
age performance (we do not use these 10 models
as an ensemble method such as labelling by ma-
jority voting).

3http://rollen.mmci.uni-saarland.de/
RW-eng

4A detailed description of data preprocessing is in the sup-
plemental.

5The details of hyper-parameter setting are in the supple-
mental.
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Model Accuracy p-value
NNRF-MT 89.1 -
RoFA-MT 94.8 < 0.0001
ResRoFA-MT 94.7 < 0.0001

Table 1: Semantic role classification results for the
three multi-task architectures.

5 Evaluation: Semantic Role
Classification

We begin by testing the new component of the
model in terms of how well the model can predict
semantic role labels.

5.1 Role Prediction Given Event Context

We evaluate our models on semantic role predic-
tion accuracy given the predicate and other argu-
ments with their roles on the test dataset of the
RW-eng corpus. Table 1 shows that the RoFA-MT
and ResRoFA-MT models outperform the NNRF-
MT model by a statistically significant margin
(tested with McNemar’s test), showing that the
parametric weighted average composition method
leads to significant improvements.

5.2 Classification for Verb-Head Pairs

Semantic role classification systems make heavy
use of syntactic features but can be further im-
proved by integrating models of selectional pref-
erences (Zapirain et al., 2009). Here we compare
the semantics-based role assignments produced by
our model to predictions made by various selec-
tional preference (SP) models in the first evalua-
tion of Zapirain et al. (2013). E.g., the model is to
predict ARG1 for the pair (eatverb, apple) without
any other feature.

Zapirain et al. (2013) combined a verb-role SP
model built on training data and an additional
distributional similarity model trained on a large
scale corpus for estimating the fit between verbs
and their arguments for different roles. These the-
matic fit estimates are used to select the best role
label for each predicate-argument pair.

We consider only following best variants as
baselines:
Zapirain13Pado07: This variant uses a distri-
butional similarity model constructed on a gen-
eral corpus (BNC) with Padó and Lapata (2007)’s
syntax-based method.
Zapirain13Lin98in−domain: This variant contains
Lin (1998)’s distributional similarity model which

uses syntax-based clustering. The model is pre-
computed on a mixed corpus (including WSJ)
which is in the same domain as the WSJ test set.

We apply our trained role labelling model di-
rectly to the test set, without touching the WSJ
training/validation set. Following the baselines,
for semantic roles which are not represented in our
model, we do not make any prediction (this is re-
flected in lower recall for those cases).

The model is evaluated on the data set from the
CoNLL-2005 shared task (Carreras and Màrquez,
2005), which contains the WSJ corpus as part of
its training/validation/test sets and the Brown cor-
pus as an out-of-domain test set (marked in Table 2
as Brown). We estimate 99% confidence intervals
using the bootstrapping method, with 100 replica-
tions. We also construct a trivial baseline model,
the ZeroR classifier, which predicts the majority
class ARG1 given any input.

Table 2 shows that the baseline model using
Lin’s similarities (Zapirain13Lin98in−domain) works
best on the WSJ test dataset, statistically signif-
icantly outperforming each of the other methods
(p < 0.01). However, this can be explained by the
fact that this model is using semantic similarities
obtained from the same domain as the WSJ test
set. Among the models without using in-domain
semantic similarity, ResRoFA-MT is significantly
better than all others (p < 0.01).

On the Brown data, which is out-of-domain for
all models, the ResRoFA-MT model achieves the
best result and outperforms previous baselines sig-
nificantly (p < 0.01). Without any training on the
WSJ corpus, our best model has a much smaller
gap between test and ood dataset (only about 3 F1

points), which indicates that our multi-task models
generalise better than previous baselines.

5.3 End-to-End Semantic Role Labelling

Future work will need to investigate in more de-
tail whether the multi-task models proposed here
can be used to improve the performance of exist-
ing semantic role labellers. While our model can-
not be directly applied to a standard semantic role
labelling task (because it assigns roles only to head
words), we were able to combine the model with
an existing semantic role labeller and obtained
promising results. Adding embeddings based on
the predicate and target word hCrdiag(wtAr)
from the NNRF-MT model (see Equation (4), (5))
as a feature to the MATE semantic role labeller
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In domain: WSJ test Out-of-domain: Brown
Model P R F1 P R F1 Ftest

1 - Food
1

ZeroR baseline 36.11 36.11 36.11 32.46 32.46 32.46 3.65
Zapirain13Pado07 53.13 50.44 51.75 43.24 35.27 38.85 12.90
Zapirain13Lin98in−domain 59.93 59.38 59.65** 50.79 48.39 49.56 10.09
NNRF-MT 55.80 49.16 52.27 53.43 45.42 49.10 3.17
RoFA-MT 67.93 51.19 58.39 65.71 47.36 55.05 3.34
ResRoFA-MT 68.03 51.27 58.47 66.39 47.85 55.62** 2.85

Table 2: Results of semantic role classification given verb-head pairs. P is precision, R is recall and F1 is F-
measure. F1 values with a mark are significantly higher than all other values in the same column, where (**)
p < 0.01.

(Björkelund et al., 2010; Roth and Woodsend,
2014) leads to a small but statistically significant
improvement of 0.11 points in F1 score on the out-
of-domain dataset used in the CoNLL-2009 se-
mantic role labelling task (Hajič et al., 2009).

6 Evaluation: Thematic Fit Modelling

Next, we evaluate our multi-task models against
human thematic fit ratings in order to assess
whether the inclusion of the multi-task architec-
ture leads to improvements on this task, follow-
ing Padó et al. (2009); Baroni and Lenci (2010);
Greenberg et al. (2015b); Sayeed et al. (2016).

6.1 Datasets
The human judgement data consists of verbs,
a verbal argument with its role, and an av-
erage fit judgement score on a scale from
1 (least common) to 7 (most common), e.g.,
ask, police/AGENT, 6.5. We used:
Pado07: the dataset proposed by Pado (2007) con-
sists of 414 predicate-participant pairs with judge-
ments. The roles are agent and patient.
McRae05: the dataset from McRae et al. (2005)
contains 1444 judgements of verbs with an agent
or patient.
Ferretti01: the dataset proposed by Ferretti et al.
(2001) contains 274 ratings for predicate-location
pairs (F-Loc) and 248 rating for predicate-
instrument pairs (F-Inst).
GDS: the dataset from Greenberg et al. (2015a)
contains 720 ratings for predicates and patients.

6.2 Baseline Models
We compare our models against previous distribu-
tional semantic models used for thematic fit tasks;
many of these are from the Distributional Memory
(DM) framework (Baroni and Lenci, 2010) whose
tensor space is a high-dimensional count space

of verb-noun-relation tuples from a large-scale
mixed corpus smoothed by local mutual informa-
tion. The key idea in applying DM models to the
thematic fit rating task is to construct a “prototype
filler”, and compare candidate fillers against the
prototype using cosine similarity. The baseline
models we compare against include NNRF and:
TypeDM: This is best-performing DM model
from Baroni and Lenci (2010). Relations of
verb-noun pairs are obtained using hand-crafted
rules. The results of this model are from reimple-
mentations in Greenberg et al. (2015a,b).
SDDM-mo: This DM comes from Sayeed
and Demberg (2014) and is constructed with
automatically-extracted semantic information.
GSD15: This is the overall best-performing
model from Greenberg et al. (2015b) using
hierarchical clustering of typical role-fillers to
construct prototype on TypeDM.
SCLB17: This is the best-performing model on
F-Inst from Santus et al. (2017). The number of
fillers used in prototype construction is 30 and
the number of top features is 2000. We report
the highest results among the different types of
dependency contexts in their framework.

6.3 Methods and Results

We correlated the human judgements with the out-
put probability of the role-filler given the predi-
cate and the role. To avoid conflation between
frequency in the training dataset and plausibility
of the role-filler, we adopt the practice proposed
in Tilk et al. (2016) to set the bias of the output
layer to zero during the evaluation. We consider
the NNRF model as our baseline and perform a
two-tailed t-test to calculate statistical significance
between the baseline model and each of the three
models proposed in this paper.
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Model Pado07 McRae05 F-Loc F-Inst GDS avg
TypeDM 53 33 23 36 46 40.8
SDDM-mo 56 27 13 28 - -
GSD15 50 36 29 42 48 40.5
SCLB17 49 28 37 50 - -
NNRF 43.3 35.9 46.5 52.1 57.6 44.2
NNRF-MT 43.2 36.1 46.3 50.0* 57.2 44.0
RoFA-MT 52.2** 41.9** 45.9 49.4* 60.7** 48.6**
ResRoFA-MT 53.0** 42.5** 46.3 47.7** 60.8** 48.9**

Table 3: Results on human thematic fit judgement correlation task (Spearman’s ρ × 100) compared to previous
work. The last column reports the weighted average results by numbers of entries of all five datasets. Values with
a mark are significantly different from the baseline model (NNRF), where (*) p < 0.05, (**) p < 0.01.

Table 3 shows results for all models and
datasets. The ResRoFA-MT model performs best
overall, improving more than 4 points over the
baseline. The multi-task model (NNRF-MT) has
performance similar to baseline (NNRF). Our new
architecture using a parametric weighted average
over event participant embeddings (RoFA-MT)
outperforms simple summation (NNRF-MT), es-
pecially on the Pado07, McRae05 and GDS
datasets. The residual method leads to further
minor improvements on the Pado07, F-Loc and
GDS datasets. However, on predicate-instrument
pairs of the F-Inst dataset, NNRF outperforms
other models significantly. We think that multi-
task models are biased towards roles with a larger
frequency like ARG0 or ARG1, which is proved in
the ablation study (see Section 8).

7 Evaluation: Compositionality

The thematic fit judgements from the tasks dis-
cussed in section 6 only contain ratings of the fit
between the predicate and one role-filler. How-
ever, other event participants contained in a clause
can affect human expectations of the upcoming
role-fillers. For instance, mechanics are likely to
check tires, while journalists are likely to check
spellings. The B10 dataset (Bicknell et al., 2010)
contains human judgements for 64 pairs of agent-
verb-patient triples, where one triple in each pair
is plausible (e.g., “journalist check spelling”), and
one is implausible (e.g., “journalist check type”).
A model is evaluated based on whether it success-
fully assigns a higher likelihood/rating to the plau-
sible than to the implausible object (also referred
to as the Accuracy 1 metric in Tilk et al. (2016)).
The baseline models are NNRF as well as:
Random: The naive baseline model consists of

choosing the tags uniformly at random.
Lenci11: Lenci (2011) proposed a composition
model for TypeDM.

Table 4 shows that our new composition method
based on parametric weighted average outper-
forms previous models; the RoFA-MT model
achieves the highest accuracy overall and outper-
forms the baseline (NNRF) significantly.

7.1 Event Similarity

Lastly, we evaluate the quality of the event embed-
dings learned via the multi-task network models.
While word embeddings from tools like word2vec
(Mikolov et al., 2013) are standard methods for
obtaining word similarities, identifying a suitable
method for more general event similarity estima-
tion is still a relevant problem. The model pro-
posed here constitutes an interesting method for
obtaining event embeddings, as it is trained on two
semantics-focused prediction tasks.

For evaluation, we use the sentence similar-
ity task proposed by Grefenstette and Sadrzadeh
(2015) (second experiment in their paper). For
evaluation, we use the re-annotated dataset, named
GS13, constructed in 2013 by Kartsaklis and
Sadrzadeh (2014). Each row in the dataset con-
tains a participant ID, two sentences, a human
evaluation score of their similarity from 1 to 7, and
a HIGH/LOW tag indicating the similarity group of
two sentences. An example entry is:

p1, (table, draw, eye), (table, attract, eye), 7, HIGH

where p1 is the participant ID. We compare our
models’ performance to NNRF, as well as:
Kronecker: The best-performing model in
Grefenstette and Sadrzadeh (2015) using Kro-
necker product as its composition method.
W2V: The sentence representations in W2V are
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Random Lenci11 NNRF NNRF-MT RoFA-MT ResRoFA-MT
Accuracy 1 0.50 0.67 0.73 0.71 0.76* 0.75

Table 4: Results on agent-patient compositionality evaluation comparing to previous models. Values with a mark
are significantly different from the baseline model (NNRF), where (*) p < 0.05.

W2V Kronecker NNRF NNRF-MT RoFA-MT ResRoFA-MT Human
ρ× 100 13 26 34.2 35.7 34.0 36.7** 60

Table 5: Results on event similarity evaluation comparing to previous models. Values with a mark are significantly
different from the baseline model (NNRF), where (*) p < 0.05, (**) p < 0.01.

constructed by element-wise addition of pre-
trained word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013) word em-
beddings.
Human: Mean inter-annotator correlation using
Spearman’s ρ. This can be considered to be the
upper bound of the task.

To estimate sentence similarity, we feed all
three words and their roles (ARG0/PRD/ARG1)
into each model. We then extract the event rep-
resentation vectors for both sentences and com-
pute their cosine similarity. Table 5 shows corre-
lation coefficients in Spearman’s ρ× 100 between
sentence-pair similarities and human judgement
scores. ResRoFA-MT obtains best results, indi-
cating that the secondary task helped also to im-
prove the network-internal event representations.
These results indicate that ResRoFA-MT-based
event embeddings may be suitable for applications
and tasks where similarity estimates for larger
phrases are needed (cf. Wanzare et al., 2017).

8 Ablation Study: Single-task Variants

From the evaluations above, we notice that the
performance of the multi-task model with sim-
ple addition composition method (NNRF-MT) is
not significantly different from the single task
model (NNRF). In order to test whether the addi-
tional training task improves model performance,
we develop single-task variants for RoFA-MT
and ResRoFA-MT models, named RoFA-ST and
ResRoFA-ST correspondingly, by taking out the
semantic role classifiers. We then perform one-
trial experiments and evaluate the models on the-
matic fit modelling and compositionality tasks by
comparing the one-trial results of single-task vari-
ants versus the confidence intervals obtained from
the 10 runs of the multi-task models.

The results in Table 6 show that multi-task
models significantly outperform single-task mod-
els on Pado07, McRae05, F-Loc, GDS and over-

all. However, single-task variants are superior
to multi-task models on F-Inst dataset, which is
consistent with our findings in Section 6.2. On
the compositionality tasks, the multi-task architec-
ture improves only the performance of the resid-
ual weighted average model (ResRoFA-MT) but
harms the event similarity performance of the
weighted average model (RoFA-MT).

9 Related Work

Modi et al. (2017) proposed a compositional
neural model for referent prediction in which
event embeddings were constructed via the sum
of predicate and argument embeddings. Weber
et al. (2017) proposed a tensor-based composition
model to construct event embeddings with agents
and patients. They represented predicates as ten-
sors and arguments as vectors. Cheng and Erk
(2018) proposed a neural-based model to predict
implicit arguments with event knowledge in which
the event embeddings are composed with a two-
layer feed-forward neural network.

10 Conclusions

This paper introduced two innovations to the mod-
elling of events and their participants at the clause
level: (1) we proposed a multi-task model of role-
filler prediction and semantic role classification;
(2) we proposed a parametric weighted average
method which improves the composition of event
participants in the input.

The introduction of semantic role classification
as a secondary task addressed a weakness of Tilk
et al. (2016)’s model. The semantic role classifi-
cation task requires a much stronger internal rep-
resentation of the semantic roles on top of lexical
information. Thanks to the internal hidden layer
shared between the two tasks, the event represen-
tation profited from the additional learning objec-
tive, increasing the models’ performance on esti-
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Model Pado07 McRae05 F-Loc F-Inst GDS avg B10 GS13
RoFA-ST 44.1*** 36.6*** 44.4* 56.7*** 57.3*** 44.5*** 75.0 36.3**
RoFA-MT 52.2 41.9 45.9 49.4 60.7 48.6 76.1 34.0
ResRoFA-ST 42.3*** 35.8*** 44.5** 50.4* 56.9*** 43.6*** 67.2*** 32.5***
ResRoFA-MT 53.0 42.5 46.3 47.7 60.8 48.9 74.5 36.7

Table 6: Ablation study of single task variants. Underlined values indicate the best values with the same com-
position method, and bold values indicate the best values on that data set. Values with a mark are significantly
different from the multi-task baseline models (RoFA-MT / ResRoFA-MT), where (*) p < 0.05, (**) p < 0.01,
(***) p < 0.001.

mating event similarity.
We also performed a study regarding the useful-

ness of our purely semantics-based representations
for semantic role labelling. While many seman-
tic role labellers rely predominantly on syntax, our
approach addresses the likelihood that a semantic
role should be assigned purely based on its plausi-
bility to fill that role content-wise. We showed that
the semantics-based role label predictions gener-
ated by our multi-task model outperform the ones
based on earlier syntax-based selectional prefer-
ence methods and observe promising results for
integrating the model with a semantic role labeller
on out-of-domain data.

Our parametric composition method (RoFA-
MT) composes event embeddings in the hidden
layer, which captures role-specific information
during the composition process and reduces the
risk of overflow and underflow of the hidden layer
weights. We additionally included the residual
learning method alongside RoFA-MT (ResRoFA-
MT), further mitigating the vanishing/exploding
gradient problem and allowing the transmission
of information from lower levels directly into the
event embedding. This approach provided the
overall best result of all models on the thematic
fit human judgement task as well as the event sim-
ilarity task and competitive results on the tasks in-
dividually.

10.1 Future Work

In future work, the model may be improved
by including visual information from photos and
videos. Common-sense reasoning is becoming
a new focus (Mostafazadeh et al., 2016; Baroni
et al., 2017). One characteristic of common-sense
knowledge is that it is often not explicitly men-
tioned in language precisely because it constitutes
common-sense knowledge and is hence uninfor-
mative as it can easily be inferred (Mukuze et al.,

2018). Syntactically optional event participants
(such as the kitchen as location for the predicate
“cook”) are thus often omitted in text; this sets a
limit to what can be learned from text only.

The prospect of applying our models indepen-
dently to SRL tasks suggests an area of poten-
tial future work. Our models currently use only
the predicates and head words of arguments. In-
stead of depending on corpora with extracted head
words, we can integrate an attention mechanism
(Vaswani et al., 2017) to capture the position of
syntactic heads. We are working on extending our
models to use all words, which will enable testing
as an SRL tool.

Finally, the predictive nature of this type of
model can potentially enable its deployment in in-
cremental semantic parsing (Konstas et al., 2014;
Konstas and Keller, 2015) by combining the multi-
task design with the incremental architecture in
(Tilk et al., 2016). We are continuing to develop
this and other ways of employing models of event
representation that simultaneously predict event
participants and assess the fit of given participants.
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